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The Future of Maritime Connectivity
Understanding and Using Data

Global Datasphere in 2025

40%
Consumers
Generated

60%
Enterprise
Generated
Est.175,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 (10 21) Bytes of data generated
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Evolution of Communications

• With the increased demand for
communication onboard the vessels
current technology needs to
advance.
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Future
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Live
Stream TV
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• The demand on satellite
communication has risen so far
this year and this is likely to continue
to grow.
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• New technology like 5G/LEO needs
to become part of our vessel
infrastructure.
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Global Marine Technology Trends 2030
What will be the key technology’s moving forward?
Smart Shipping
•

It is estimated that one in 10 ships will be automated by 2030. Today’s understanding of
automation in sectors such as manufacturing will be applied to the maritime industry thanks
to remote monitoring and data-driven services such as weather routing and vessel
performance metrics.

•

The modern ‘smart ship’ will integrate a variety of connected technologies to improve
operational efficiency, ship management, regulatory compliance, decision making and
environmental responsibility.

The Internet of Things (IoT)
•

The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to multiple connected devices sharing data with one
another to provide reliable and comprehensive insight. Many ships today already incorporate
some form of IoT in the manner of sensors and remote monitoring devices.

•

IoT devices can detect anomalies and make connections to possible causes far faster than
human comprehension. When combined with external data available through stable
connectivity, IoT devices can effectively make informed, strategic decisions from off and
onshore sources.
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Global Marine Technology Trends 2030
What will be the key technology’s moving forward?

Advanced Communications
•

Communication is very important in the maritime industry, which has faced some of the most
daunting challenges in achieving stable, reliable communications. This is partly due to the
nature of working at sea and the traditionally available coverage.

•

Advanced communications such as LEO could enable crews to stream video and audio.

•

Higher bandwidths could allow the vessels to access real-time weather reports, instant
updates to navigational charts, forecasts and operational procedures. In addition, the crew
can benefit from remote training, recreational entertainment and on-demand medical advice.

Artificial Intelligence and Robotics
•

It is predicted that there will be three new types of robots in use by 2030 on vessels. The first
will be a learning robot that will make practical decisions based on the data it collects from
various sensors around the ship. The second will be a practical robot that handles moving
physical objects around the ship, and the third will be a mini-bot useful for inspections in
harsh or dangerous environments.

•

While each robot will be linked very closely to other technologies like sensors or remote
controls, they will all leverage connectivity in some form to function. This can take the form of
someone controlling the robot onboard or onshore or even simply the data relayed to each
robot to function.
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Global Marine Technology Trends 2030
What will be the key technology’s moving forward?

Big Data and Analytics
With the vast amount of data transmitted and used from vessels, the need for IT
infrastructure will exponentially grow. However, with the lack of space available
on board, a combination of edge processes and cloud computing will have to be
used. With stable/high-speed connectivity, data can be retrieved and stored.
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How do we use Data today?

Crew Performance
Port Services / Offshore / Cargo Transport
Key Points
•

Current overall
performance
comparison

Single KPI performance comparison between crew members over time

Setup a benchmark to correlate
between
•

Crew

•

Safety quality

•

Fuel consumption

•

Maintenance

•

Detect Outliers on a real time basis

•

Real time alerts for corrective action

•

Driving performance through data

Overall status:
Green

Email Alerts to Operations team and HSSEQ
Easy correlation between vessel performance and crew onboard
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Port Congestion
Port Services / Offshore / Cargo Transport
Key Points
•

Predicting port congestion ahead of
time to provide lead times for port
services teams and offshore logistics
sufficient time to optimize operations.

Vessels steaming towards congested ports
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Connecting Platform operators with OSV operators and shorebases:

•

Using AIS data we detect vessels that enters a 500 meter zone
•

•

Using movement data we infer if entry results in a platform call

We can use vessel data to determine
•
•
•
•

How often a platform receives support
Which vessel types supports a platform
Which companies operates the supply vessels for each platform
Which port supplies a platform

Visualization of 14 zone entries by crew boat
Steven McCall at Semi Submersible Floating
Production Facility “Titan Mirage” operated by
Equinor. Path of a single platform call has been
traced.

•
•
•

Mapping out all structures
Overlay with different types of production
Create an overview of different types of
opportunities

High production
High structure density
Many operators

High production
Low structure density
Few operators

Challenges Offshore Logistics Today
Key drivers
Siloed demand
Competing priorities
Different journey types
Un-optimised plans
Resulting in

SHOREBASE

Low asset utilisation
Long distance travelled
High Fuel Burn

Offshore Logistics Going Forward
Benefits of artificial intelligence in offshore logistics
Key enablers
Integrated demand
Priority driven
Accounts for journey types
Optimised plan

High asset utilisation
Lower distances travelled
Lower Fuel Burn

SHOREBASE

Resulting in

Optimisation Output Summary
Significant improvements obtainable through route optimisation

Current

SHOREBASE

Route split into two journeys
Distance: 367 nm
Fuel burn: 40 mt
Time to complete: 102 hours

Optimised
6 Destinations / 80% utilisation
Route completed in one journey
Distance: 219 nm → -40%
Fuel burn: 28 mt → -30%
Time to complete: 79 hours → -23%
~38tCO2e saved
23 hours’ less cargo exposure
~400 Hours Worked reduction

Value Pools to Unlock with our Services

Fuel Efficiency

Enable Deck Space
Sharing

Optimise
Deck Space

Enhanced
Safety

Process
Productivity

Reducing Vessel
Turnaround time

QUAYSIDE

Optimise
Utilization

Reducing
Quayside
Inventory

Reduce Cost of
Equipment

Increase supply
reliability

Enhanced
Safety

Reduce inventory
carrying costs

Optimise Berthing

Using AI/ML to solve for pockets of value across the operation
to determine the best decision for clients

What VitalyX Saw

Vessel Alert
initiated on FleetWide view

Asset and Alert
detail on Vessel
View

Detailed continuous
readings on Asset
View
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What VitalyX Saw

Cooler replaced +
fresh oil
Cooler leaking water into
gearbox

Cooler replacement stops additional water
leaking, but 1000L oil remains contaminated

CCJ De-absorber fitted (D5)

CCJ De-absorber fitted (D10)

Fresh oil blends with
contaminated oil

100L oil top up to dilute
water content
10L oil top up to dilute
water content
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Evolution of Technology in Everyday Life

With No VitalyX

With VitalyX

• Thruster overhaul $250k
• 7-day dry dock $250k
• 10-day loss of revenue $120k
o 7-day dry dock
o 2-day mob / demob
o 1-day sea trial

• Cooler replacement $30k
• Desorber $40k

Total Cost $620k

Total Cost $70k
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Thank You!

Optimisation Parameters
What Data is Considered in order to Optimise
Routing
Data (Historical & to model)
•

Vessel *(Fuel, Speed, Engine, Size, Capacity)

•

Inventory *(Weight, Volume, Type, Status)

•

Demand *(Material, Time, Priority, Status)

•

Platform *(Capacity, Location, Dock, Status)

•

Operational *(sea, weather, routes, speeds)
*Not an extensive list

Constraints
•

Time windows

•

Deck space

•

Wet/Dry Bulk capacity

•

Fuel capacity

•

Vessel speed

•

Availability (Platform & Vessel)

•

Location

•

Platform crane capacity

•

Platform dock capacity
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